
Athens • Hotels

City Circus

treading the line
between budget
and lovely with

remarkable
balance...

  

Seemingly, the hip hostel trend

continues apace. And, like a

practised acrobat, Athen’s City

Circus manages to walk that

fine line between budget and

lovely with remarkable balance.

The dorms are smart, clean and

solid looking, with spick and
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span bathrooms to match. The

shared spaces are stylishly

kitted out with interesting and

non-matching chairs and the

whole place has what you

might call character.

That character is typified by the

striking balance between

vintage and whimsical

employed by the City Circus

team – aka Epaminondas

Skorpideas and Dimosthenis

Misentzis – whilst the wall art

(dealing very much in the latter),

courtesy of Nevertheless, who

also handle their delightful

branding and graphics, is a real

treat.

There’s a list of facilities as long

as your arm, and this outré outfit

even offers bedtime stories on

request. Not sure if they’re

joking – one suspects not. In the

words of the management, run

away and join the City Circus.
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With art and fashion
collaborating like never before,
we look at some of history's
most important crossovers...

City Notes

Astonishing Sydney hotel
emerges as the jewel in $2
billion pub and brewery
redevelopment project...

Journal

The story of how an honest
mistake gave birth to the world's
most iconic celebration…
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Athens

Unconventio
nal interiors
epitomise
city's
juxtaposition
of old and
new...

NEW Hotel was never
going to be just another
boutique hotel. For one:
it's owned by Dakis
Joannou - widely
considered to be one of
Greece's leading
collectors of European
contemporary art - and
secondly: he persuaded
the brilliant Brazilian
brothers...
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your shoes
and skip
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Sign up
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digest of
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delivered
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into our
overview
of
destination
s that
beggar
belief…

directly
to your
inbox...
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makers;
this is our
break
down of
the most
creative
ceramicists
around...

Barcelona

New
Barcelona
breakfast to
bedtime
eatery La
Esquina
corners the
market on
cosmopolita
n honesty...

Forgive me the
hackneyed banality but:
there's a real buzz
about Barcelona at the
moment. Not a
humming drone, but the

Journal

Meet the
Swiss
industrial
design duo
who are
changing the
face of a
German
cultural
icon...

As synonymous with
timepieces as remaining
neutral at war, it was an
easy mistake I'd made
... pinning the history of
the cuckoo clock on the

The Edit

San
Francisco
artists'
passionate
project
explores the
lives and
stories that
make a city
what it is...

Temporal Cities is a
project that speaks to
our historic yet totally
personal sense of the
urban spaces in which
our lives unfold. The title

Journal

Ollie
Templeton
talks kitchen
merry-go-
round, his
revolving
door
restaurant
going from
strength to
strength...

Carousel was opened
in August 2014 by Chef
Ollie Templeton, his
brother Ed, and cousins
Anna and Will
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sort of audible crackling
that electricity in its
rawest form emits.
Forgive me the
hackneyed metaphors.
Thing is, right now...

Swiss. I'm reminded that
Germany's Black Forest
doesn't just have a
famous cake. Or ham.
Bound by the Rhine...

could just as well have
been reversed to Urban
Moments: it’s about
places and times in
equal measure,...

Templeton. The
Marylebone restaurant
and creative hub is one
of the only places in the
capital that showcases
constantly revolving
culinary talent....
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